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Abstract

Airway diseases are associated with abnormal circadian rhythms of lung function, reflected in daily changes of airway caliber, airway resistance, respiratory symptoms, and abnormal immune-inflammatory responses. Circadian rhythms are generated at the cellular level by an autoregulatory feedback loop of interlocked transcription factors collectively referred to as clock genes. The molecular clock is altered by cigarette smoke, LPS, and bacterial and viral infections in mouse and human lungs and in patients with chronic airway diseases. Stress-mediated post-translational modification of molecular clock proteins, brain and muscle aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator-like 1 (BMAL1) and PERIOD 2, is associated with a reduction in the activity/level of the deacetylase sirtuin 1 (SIRT1). Similarly, the levels of the nuclear receptor REV-ERBα and retinoic acid receptor–related orphan receptor α (ROR α), critical regulators of Bmal1 expression, are altered by environmental stresses. Molecular clock dysfunction is implicated in immune and inflammatory responses, DNA damage response, and cellular senescence. The molecular clock in the lung also regulates the timing of glucocorticoid sensitivity and phasic responsiveness to inflammation. Herein, we review our current understanding of clock-controlled cellular and molecular functions in the lungs, the impact of clock dysfunction in chronic airway disease, and the response of the pulmonary clock to different environmental perturbations.

Furthermore, we discuss the evidence for candidate signaling pathways, such as the SIRT1–BMAL1–REV-ERBα axis, as novel targets for chronopharmacological management of chronic airway diseases.
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Clinical Relevance

This Translational Review highlights our current understanding of circadian clock–coupled cellular and molecular functions in the lungs as they relate to lung pathophysiology. This review explicates the role of the molecular clock in oxidative/carbonyl stress, inflammation, cellular senescence, and exacerbations associated with a decline in lung function in chronic airway diseases. It also communicates our current understanding of how clock-controlled cellular and molecular functions in the lung are influenced by environmental stresses and the process of inflamiing, which may lead to identification of specific molecular clock pathways as novel targets for chronopharmacotherapy in airway disease management.

Key Terminologies/Glossaries

Circadian timing system: the internal timing system that regulates daily rhythms of physiology and behavior.

Circadian molecular clock: key molecules involved in regulating circadian rhythms.
Circadian disruption: disruption of daily rhythm of the timing system and/or molecular clock.

Clock dysfunction: changes in circadian timing or amplitude of molecular clock affecting downstream clock-controlled output genes.

The circadian timing system in mammals drives daily circadian rhythms of physiology and behavior (3). Circadian rhythms are generated at the cellular level by an autoregulatory feedback loop of interlocked transcription factors collectively referred to as clock genes. Apart from the central clock, located within the suprachiasmatic nucleus of the basal hypothalamus, peripheral tissues, including the lung, liver, heart, and kidney, are also comprised of clock autonomous oscillators (3). Circadian disruption refers to a disruption of daily rhythm of the timing system and/or the molecular clock. The core clock gene brain and muscle aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator-like 1 (BMAL1); CLOCK activator complex regulates expression of period (Per) 1-3 and cryptochrome (Cry) 1-2 genes. PER and CRY form heterodimers, are phosphorylated by casein kinases, and translocate back to the nucleus, where they repress their own transcription by blocking the transcriptional activity of the BMAL1: CLOCK complex (3). In addition to the core loop, the clock genes/nuclear receptors, REV-ERBα and retinoic acid receptor-related orphan receptor α (ROR α), provide stability to the oscillator and regulate the timing and amplitude of Bmal1 expression. Any significant change in the circadian timing or amplitude of molecular clock gene expression that can affect downstream clock-controlled output genes or cellular processes can be referred to as clock dysfunction. Clock gene expression in the lungs was first detected by Oishi and colleagues (4) and, later, Gibbs and colleagues (5) reported molecular clock function in bronchial epithelial cells. To date, there are few studies examining the impact of clock dysfunction in pulmonary physiology and pathology. Recently, we and others have shown that circadian molecular clock dysfunction has a profound influence on pulmonary function and lung pathophysiology (5–14).

Environmental factors, such as air pollutants, xenobiotic detoxification, CS-induced oxidative/carbonyl stress, shift work, jet lag, and pathogens (bacteria/virus), can disturb molecular clock function in the lungs (Table 1). This perturbation of circadian clock function may be responsible for altered cellular and molecular functions in the lung during the pathogenesis and exacerbations of chronic airway diseases (Figure 1). Recently, a National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute workshop (http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/research/reports/2014-circadian-clock-lung-health) on “circadian clock at the interface of lung health and disease” carefully considered ongoing research in this area and provided recommendations moving forward in three overarching frameworks: (1) circadian-coupled mechanisms of lung disease pathogenesis; (2) circadian-based phenotypes of lung disease risk and stratification; and (3) circadian-based interventions for lung disease as future research opportunities (15).

The scope of this review is to consolidate the recent findings in light of emerging knowledge regarding circadian clock–controlled cellular and molecular functions in the lung at baseline and in

Table 1. Role of the Molecular Clock in Lung Pathophysiology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agents and Models Used in Pulmonary Circadian Clock Studies</th>
<th>Major Outcomes/Findings</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lung circadian timing in C57BL/6J and PER2::Luc transgenic mice</td>
<td>Clara/Club cells are critical for maintaining clock function in lung tissue</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diurnal oscillations in the lung transcriptome in Wistar rats</td>
<td>Genes involved in the metabolism and transport of endogenous compounds and xenobiotics in clock control of lung pathophysiology</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A repeated light-shifting regimen (simulated jet lag model) in C57BL/6J mice</td>
<td>Disturbing molecular clock function alters lung mechanics in a sexually dimorphic manner</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigarette smoke exposure in Sprague-Dawley rats</td>
<td>Transcriptomic changes in lung clock gene expression</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigarette smoke exposure in C57BL/6J and A/J mice</td>
<td>Suppression of clock gene, Nr1d1, which encodes Rev-erbα</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigarette smoke exposure in C57BL/6J mice (COPD/emphysema model)</td>
<td>Circadian clock dysfunction is associated with increased lung inflammation via the SIRT1–BMAL1 pathway</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circadian clock regulates Nr2-mediated antioxidant defense pathway by bleomycin in mice</td>
<td>Circadian clock as an endogenous regulatory mechanism controlling the rhythmic activity of the redox-sensitive Nrf2 in the lung</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circadian rhythm reprogramming by LPS in mice</td>
<td>Genome-wide expression of clock genes during LPS-induced lung inflammation</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host defense to bacterial infection and pulmonary inflammation by LPS in mice</td>
<td>Genetic ablation of Bma1 in bronchiolar cells disrupts rhythmic Cxcl5 expression</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influenza A virus–dependent remodeling of pulmonary clock function in mouse model of COPD/emphysema</td>
<td>Chronic cigarette smoke exposure combined with influenza A virus infection altered the timing of clock gene expression, along with increased lung inflammation, and disrupted rhythms of lung function</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Definition of abbreviations: BMAL1, brain and muscle aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator-like 1; Clock, circadian locomotor output cycles protein kaput; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; Cxcl5, chemokine (C-X-C) motif ligand 5; Luc, luciferase; Nrf2, nuclear factor (erythroid-derived 2)-like 2; Nr1d1, nuclear receptor subfamily 1, Group D, member 1; PER2, period 2; SIRT1, sirtuin 1.
response to various environmental stressors. We have focused our discourse on the molecules that play an important role in regulating the circadian clock–coupled lung cellular and molecular functions implicated in the pathogenesis and exacerbations of chronic airway diseases that may also be promising targets for chronopharmacological intervention.

Molecular Clock Dysfunction and Immune-Inflammatory Responses

Studies from animal models highlight the extent to which the molecular clock regulates fundamental aspects of the immune-inflammatory response, including Toll-like receptor 9 signaling and CCL2 expression (16). The clock protein and heme receptor, REV-ERBα, has been shown to attenuate the activation of IL-6 expression (17). It has been shown that REV-ERBα binds to nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB) (RelA/p65) and can activate NF-κB–dependent transcription. Transcription factors activator protein 1 (AP-1) and NF-κB share unique sequences that overlap consensus sequences from Rev-erb α promoters, suggesting a role for REV-ERBα in oxidative stress and/or inflammation (18).

The impact of molecular clock dysfunction, particularly as it relates to lung pathophysiology and inflammatory responses, has been investigated in mice bearing loss-of-function clock gene mutations. A dominant-negative mutation of the CLOCK protein (ClockΔ19) showed altered temporal Nrf2 activity in the lungs complemented by reduced glutathione levels, increased protein oxidation, and a spontaneous fibrotic-like phenotype (9). Earlier reports also show that toxin-mediated activation of the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (Ahr) signaling pathway was modulated in a CLOCK-dependent circadian manner (19). CLOCK mutant mice, which are deficient in CLOCK transcriptional activity, lack rhythmic Ahr gene expression. The messenger RNA levels of Ahr in the lungs of clock mutant mice remained lower compared with wild-type mice (19). Behaviorally arrhythmic Bmal1−/− mice show signs of advanced aging and underlying pathologies, correlated with increased levels of reactive oxygen species and inflammation (20).

Several studies have shown that bacterial infection affects the timing and amplitude of clock gene expression (17, 21). It has been shown that the Toll-like receptor 4 pathway in peritoneal macrophages is regulated by the clock, providing a mechanism whereby the timing system may drive rhythmic variation in immune response (22). A recent study identified a regulatory mechanism, whereby the lung epithelial clock and glucocorticoid hormones control daily variation of pulmonary inflammatory responses to bacterial infection (14). Another report suggests that endotoxemia-induced lung inflammation reorganizes circadian rhythms of leukocytes in a Bmal1-dependent manner (13). Similarly, rhythms of pulmonary function define time-dependent sensitivity to steroids and β2-agonists in patients with nocturnal asthma and patients with asthma who smoke (23). Hence, it is possible that the mechanism that couples the molecular circadian clock and bronchiolar glucocorticoid receptor to pulmonary innate immunity and inflammatory responses plays an important role during COPD exacerbations and respiratory infections.

We have recently shown that respiratory infection (influenza A) can produce molecular clock dysfunction in the lungs and increase mortality in Bmal1 knockout mice, suggesting that altered clock function dampens the immune response. This assertion is supported by data showing that the response to influenza A virus infection is exacerbated in mice previously exposed to CS, suggesting that molecular clock dysfunction due to environmental CS dampens the immune response to respiratory infection via a clock-dependent mechanism (12). Although we observe direct effects of infection and CS on clock function, inflammatory responses, and mortality, it is unclear whether these effects are related to clock dysfunction–dependent or other cellular programming in lung tissue and during the course of exacerbations in chronic airway diseases.

Molecular clock dysfunction is known to affect pulmonary physiology and injurious responses (6, 10, 14). It has been
reported that chronic jet lag, a well-established form of circadian disruption of the daily timing system, also alters clock gene expression and pulmonary function in the lungs (6). We have shown that environmental CS exposure also causes circadian disruption, producing molecular clock dysfunction and enhanced inflammatory responses in the lungs (10). Abundance of clock proteins, such as BMAL1, PER2, and REV-ERBα, are reduced in peripheral blood mononuclear cells, sputum cells and lung tissues associated with inflammatory responses from smokers and patients with COPD when compared to nonsmokers (24). Hence, it is likely that the molecular clock dysfunction can augment lung inflammatory responses to environmental stressors/agents.

**Molecular Clock Dysfunction, DNA Damage/Repair, and Stress-Induced Premature Senescence**

Recent studies have shown that aging differentially affects re-entrainment rates of central and peripheral oscillators (25). Circadian disruption has particularly adverse effects on the elderly population. This may have implications in aged populations/patients with chronic airway diseases who are susceptible to develop more frequent exacerbations. Thus, molecular clock dysfunction may cause and/or enhance stress-induced premature senescence (SIPS).

Environmental CS, which we have established causes molecular clock dysfunction in the lungs, also causes DNA damage and impairs double-strand break (DSB) repair. Both DNA damage and impaired DSB repair are aggravated in COPD, a disease characterized by accelerated and premature aging of the lung. Persistent DNA damage induces SIPS and a senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP). Thus, DNA damage response (DDR) may cause an inflammatory phenotype in senescent cells. The DSB is the most dramatic form of DNA damage, and is repaired predominantly by nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) in response to stress. The molecular clock plays an important role in determining the strengths of cellular responses to DNA damage, including repair. Mice deficient in Bmal1 exhibit early signs of aging (20), possibly via augmented DNA damage, impaired DNA repair (nonhomologous end joining), cellular senescence, and inflammatory responses. Apart from regulation of gene transcription, circadian clock proteins also interact with other factors, including Ku70 (protein encoded by the gene XRCC6), Ku80 (protein encoded by the gene XRCC5), and ataxia–telangiectasia mutated involved in DNA damage checkpoints after genotoxic stress, thereby mediating DNA damage/repair responses (26). BMAL1 negatively regulates p53, which is required for cell cycle arrest upon DNA damage (27). However, it remains unclear whether CS-mediated molecular clock dysfunction (i.e., altered BMAL1 and REV-ERBα expression) may enhance the susceptibility to DNA damage leading to lung cellular senescence and premature aging, particularly during the pathogenesis of COPD.

**Sirtuin 1 and Clock Protein Deacetylation during Inflammation and Cellular Senescence**

Clock gene transcription factors are heavily influenced by post-transcriptional modifications, such as acetylation and phosphorylation, that can affect both their activity and stability. sirtuin (SIRT) 1 mediates deacetylation of BMAL1 at Lys537 and PER2, thereby regulating the transcription of clock genes. SIRT1 level/activity shows daily variation in the lungs, correlated with rhythmic acetylation of BMAL1 and PER2. As mentioned previously, SIRT1 activity is decreased in human lung epithelial cells, macrophages, and lungs of mice exposed to CS, and in the lungs of patients with COPD (28). It is possible that oxidative/carbonyl stress (CS)–mediated reduction of SIRT1 level/activity leads to hyperacetylation of clock proteins and/or clock gene–associated histones, culminating in abnormal rhythms of proinflammatory and molecular clock gene expression. Indeed, we have shown that molecular clock dysfunction, along with SIRT1 reduction, contributes to abnormal inflammatory responses in smokers and patients with COPD (24). SIRT1 activation reduces CS-induced acetylation and degradation of BMAL1 in mouse lungs. Thus, targeting time-dependent pharmacological activation of SIRT1 may have considerable potential as a novel form of chronopharmacology in chronic airways disease (24).

SIRT1 is also implicated in regulation of senescence during DDR (28). SIRT1 regulates cellular senescence (SIPS and SASP) in response to CS stress by protecting genomic DNA against DSB and by modulating chromatin in lung cells. SIRT1 knockout mice exhibit not only senescence, possibly via DNA damage and impaired DNA repair, but also display augmented inflammatory responses (28). Hence, SIRT1 functions in DDR to promote DNA repair, and down-regulates inflammation by deacetylating specific histones, although the involvement of another sirtuin (SIRT6) cannot be ruled out. However, there is no information available regarding the influence of SIRT1 on clock protein expression and transcriptional activity as it relates to DNA damage/repair, as well as SIPS and SASP in lungs.

**The Potential for Chronopharmacology in the Treatment of Chronic Airway Disease**

Activated glucocorticoid receptor influences the molecular clock through binding of glucocorticoid response elements in Per gene promoter regions (29). The expression of clock genes is induced by dexamethasone and prednisone in bronchial epithelial cells, peripheral blood mononuclear cells, lymphocytes, and fibroblasts (29). Bronchodilators, including β2-adrenoreceptor agonists used in treatment of COPD, also induce Per gene expression in Beas-2B cells (30). These findings suggest that induction of clock-dependent output genes is mechanistically linked to the antiinflammatory effects of glucocorticoids and β2-adrenoreceptor agonists. Thus, compounds designed to increase the amplitude and normalize the phase of clock and clock-dependent gene expression in the lungs could have considerable promise for improving the inflammation in chronic airway diseases.

Clock-enhancing or clock-modifying molecules have been developed, and could prove effective as an alternative to steroid or β2-adrenoreceptor agonists as a novel chronopharmacological approach for respiratory disease (31). These small molecules have been shown to target various components of the clock, leading to altered timing and amplitude of clock and clock-dependent gene expression. Synthetic
ligands for REV-ERBα (e.g., GSK4112, SR9011, SR9009) have also been developed, and may have the ability to alter lung clock function and/or improve respiratory function and inflammation in patients with asthma and COPD (32). A recent study showed that many of the most commonly used medications/drugs, such as Advair Diskus, Combivent, and ProAir HFA, target rhythmic genes in the lung and other peripheral tissues. Furthermore, it has been shown that most of the top-selling drugs on the market target the circadian clock (33). These data strengthen the argument for chronopharmacotherapy in lung diseases, and highlight the importance of considering time-of-day administration for the treatment and management of chronic airway diseases and their exacerbations. However, it remains to be seen if any or all of these chronopharmacological agents may be used to effectively treat inflammation, steroid resistance, and cellular senescence in chronic lung diseases.

Conclusions and Future Directions

Environmental CS and other factors (bacterial and viral infections) lead to targeted molecular clock dysfunction in the lungs (Figure 1). The inflammatory response to CS appears to affect the peak phase and amplitude of clock gene expression through the activity of the deacetylase, SIRT1. CS reduces SIRT1 expression in the lungs, leading to changes in the acetylation and degradation of the clock proteins, BMAL1 and PER2. Furthermore, SIRT1 and BMAL1 levels are reduced in lungs from smokers and patients with COPD. SIRT1 activators and REV-ERB agonists, via the SIRT1–BMAL1–REV-ERBα axis, may be used to target the molecular clock in lung cells. This may attenuate lung inflammatory and proinflammatory responses, and thereby improve the efficacy of glucocorticoids while also attenuating or even reversing DNA damage–initiated cellular senescence. However, there are considerable gaps in our knowledge on the role of the molecular clock in cellular and molecular mechanisms for controlling lung pathophysiological functions in response to environmental agents. A better understanding of the mechanism where molecular clock dysfunction contributes to the pathogenesis of chronic airway diseases could lead to new and effective avenues for treatment based on chronopharmacological agents.
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